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Abstract. New ideas in distributed systems (algorithms or protocols) are com-
monly tested by simulation, because experimenting with a prototype deployed
on a realistic platform is cumbersome. However, a prototype not only measures
performance but also verifies assumptions about the underlying system.We devel-
oped dfuntest — a testing framework for distributed applications that defines ab-
stractions and test structure, and automates experiments on distributed platforms.
Dfuntest aims to be jUnit’s analogue for distributed applications; a framework
that enables the programmer to write robust and flexible scenarios of experi-
ments. Dfuntest requires minimal bindings that specify how to deploy and interact
with the application. Dfuntest’s abstractions allow execution of a scenario on a
single machine, a cluster, a cloud, or any other distributed infrastructure, e.g. on
PlanetLab. A scenario is a procedure; thus, our framework can be used both for
functional tests and for performance measurements. We show how to use dfuntest
to deploy our DHT prototype on 60 PlanetLab nodes and verify whether the
prototype maintains a correct topology.
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1 Introduction
While distributed algorithms are usually tested by simulation or verified formally, many
additional insights can be learned from experimenting with a prototype implementation
deployed on a realistic platform.
For instance, research on contract-based p2p storage [19,17] focused on choosing
replication partners; but only when implementing a prototype [21] we realized that there
was no protocol specifying how to make such a contract in a dynamically-changing
environment.
Unfortunately, performing and reproducing experiments with prototypes is tedious.
Not only a researcher must become a developer (or hire a student) to code—they also
need to configure the experimental platform (i.e., the system running the prototype),
deploy the prototype and the test data; and then, after completing a test scenario, gather
the results and analyze them. Developers commonly write ad-hoc scripts to automate
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2many of these tasks—these scripts are often repetitive, full of boilerplate, and do not
add any new core functionality. Moreover, such scripts are hard to maintain and port
between user credentials, or experimental platforms (which can be very diverse, from
processes running on a single physical machine, to virtual machines rented from a public
clouds or machines from research systems such as PlanetLab [8]).
In this paper, we describe dfuntest, a testing framework for distributed applications.
Dfuntest’s goal is to be jUnit’s analogue for distributed applications. Dfuntest defines a
flexible testing pattern that helps to structure tests. The principal feature of our testing
pattern is clear separation of concerns. The framework distinguishes between features
common across all distributed applications (such as deploying files to a remote host;
or launching a process); common between tests of a single application (e.g., specifying
which files should be deployed; or how to launch an application); and specific to a
particular test scenario. Dfuntest describes these abstractions through interfaces and
abstract classes, which guide the developer when preparing tests of a specific application.
Moreover, to facilitate the testing process, dfuntest provides reference implementations
for typical experimental platforms: a set of hosts reachable by SSH and processes
executing on a local operating system.
The paper is organized as follows. We define a design pattern for testing distributed
applications in Section 2.1. We then describe a concrete implementation of the proposed
pattern, the dfuntest framework. Section 2.2 presents its architecture; and Section 2.3
the key elements of implementation. We evaluate dfuntest by testing Ghoul, our dis-
tributed hash table (DHT) implementation (Section 3): we show how to verify that Ghoul
maintains a correct DHT topology.
Dfuntest is available with an Open Source license at https://github.com/
gregorias/dfuntest.
2 Dfuntest Design
In this sectionwe describe the design of our testing framework. To facilitate presentation,
we start with an abstraction of a testing process (Section 2.1). We then proceed with
the description of the architecture (Section 2.2); and provide the key details of the
implementation of this architecture (Section 2.3).
We will use the following vocabulary when describing the architecture. The tester
is the framework’s user. The application/system tested by the framework (called the
SUT in [24]) is the (tested) application. This application’s deployment consists of many
instances, which communicate through network. An instance runs in an environment—a
remote host, a virtual machine, or a separate directory of a machine.
2.1 Abstracting a Distributed Application’s Testing Process
The structural abstractions of the testing process are a key feature of testing frameworks.
These abstractions are a result of a delicate equilibrium. They must be general enough
not to limit tester’s expressiveness; but they must be feasible to automate by the library
code. We recognize the following phases when running a single test of a distributed
application:
3Fig. 1: Dfuntest during the testing phase. The tested application consists of 3 instances
deployed on 3 nodes. The dfuntest code runs on the testmaster. The application runs
according to a scenario specified in a TestScript. The interactions are instrumented by
executing local methods of App objects, which dfuntest then translates to calls (RPC)
to interfaces exposed by remote instances of the tested application.
1. Test configuration The tester decides which scenarios to run, testing environments
and parameters.
2. Environment preparation The framework deploys the application and the test data
on the target environments..
3. Testing The framework executes the tested application according to a pre-defined
scenario; the test checks assertions about the application’s state.
4. Report generationA report includes the test result and supplementary information
for debugging, such as logs.
5. Clean up The framework deletes generated artifacts from remote hosts.
2.2 Architecture of Dfuntest
Dfuntest has a centralized architecture: a single entity, the testmaster, instruments all
phases of the test (yet each phase is inherently distributed; in Section 4 we further
discuss an alternative, distributed design). Tests scenarios can be fully automated, or
highly interactive. They are limited only by the tested application’s interface.
In our description, we use standard design patterns [11]: a factory and a proxy.
Moreover, since the complete architecture is complex, rather than discussing a UML
class diagram, we show the key elements in Figure 1, and then discuss their interactions
during a single test. However, to motivate certain design decisions, we do not follow the
test phases in a sequential order. We start our description from the testing phase.
During the testing phase (phase 3 in Section 2.1), the testmaster instruments in-
stances of the tested application to execute some actions according to a scenario (this
phase is depicted on Figure 1). The scenario, defined by the tester, is represented by
an object inheriting from the TestScript interface. the TestScript declares a single
method run; the method executes the testing scenario, checks assertions, and returns a
report. In the testmaster, instances of the tested application are represented by objects
4of a class inheriting from an App. An App translates local Java method calls into re-
mote procedure calls (RPC) to a particular instance of the tested application (an App
is thus a proxy to a instance of a tested application). Thus, the tester writes a scenario
as she would wrote a standard unit test (calling methods of objects and verifying asser-
tions).The complexity of a distributed system is hidden behind the App (the tester has to
implement a specific App subclass for the tested application, but this implementation is
reused across many scenarios).
To create the environment for the application on a remote host (phase 2), dfuntest
uses standard OS tools to copy, upload, or download files, traverse directories, run
processes etc. Dfuntest abstracts from concrete implementations of these tools through
a proxy class Environment. This separation of an Environment from an App gives
greater flexibility and allows to test an application in diverse environments (by using
different implementations of the Environment). One use-case is a test failing on a
remote environment: by changing the remote environment to a local one, debugging is
faster and easier.
The creation of a remote environment depends strongly on the distributed application
(e.g., choosing which test data to put on which hosts). The tester configures the test
(phase 1 in Section 2.1) by specifying a script describing how to create a configured
environment in a class implementing EnvironmentPreparator interface. Tester’s
script uses methods of an Environment: e.g., if an instance needs a particular data file,
the script will invoke Environment’s copyFilesFromLocalDisk.
After a test finishes (phase 4), the TestScript is responsible for generating a report
documenting its execution. Finally (phase 5), the EnvironmentPreparator cleans up
environments and downloads test’s artifacts (such as logs produced by instances).
2.3 Dfuntest Implementation
In this section, we describe how dfuntest maps the abstractions sketched in the previous
section to code. Dfuntest defines a number of interfaces and provides reusable tools
(such as concrete Environments used for interacting with remote hosts) to stitch a
coherent testing framework.
Environment (Figure 2) is a proxy for creating processes and managing files. The
goal of this interface is to permit tests to execute in diverse deployment scenarios.
Dfuntest provides two implementations of an Environment: a LocalEnvironment
and an SSHEnvironment. In a local test, an application is deployed to multiple direc-
tories of the testmaster; the LocalEnvironment acts on the provided directory. An
SSHEnvironment connects to a remote host and translates method calls to SSH func-
tions, e.g. copy to scp. (We use basic ssh as we find it reliable in PlanetLab; however, on
more stable platforms further implementations of the Environment can use deployment
tools such as Chef [2]). A tester may want to add new functions to the Environment.
For this reason, we defined other dfuntest interfaces as generics, taking a subclass of the
Environment as a parameter.
EnvironmentPreparator (Figure 3) defines the dependencies between the application
and its environment. Using Environment’s methods, the EnvironmentPreparator
5public interface Environment {
void copyFilesFromLocalDisk(Path srcPath, String destRelPath) throws IOException;
void copyFilesToLocalDisk(String srcRelPath, Path destPath) throws IOException;
RemoteProcess runCommand(List<String> command) throws InterruptedException, IOException;
void removeFile(String relPath) throws IOException;
...
}
Fig. 2: A fragment of the Environment interface
public interface EnvironmentPreparator<EnvT extends Environment> {
void prepare(Collection<EnvT> envs) throws IOException;
void restore(Collection<EnvT> envs) throws IOException;
void collectOutput(Collection<EnvT> envs, Path destPath);
void cleanOutput(Collection<EnvT> envs);
void cleanAll(Collection<EnvT> envs);
}
Fig. 3: The EnvironmentPreparator interface
prepares the environment, collects the test’s output, and cleans the environment. As these
functions are specific to a distributed application, the tester implements the preparator
as a class implementing the EnvironmentPreparator interface.
Some applications depend onmany external libraries, or datasets; copying these files
to remote hosts takes time. To speed-up environment preparation for subsequent tests in
a single test suite, we split the preparation process into two methods: prepare assumes
an empty environment, and thus copies all dependencies; while restore assumes that
all read-only files (libraries or datasets) have been loaded.
EnvironmentFactory, AppFactory Since the Environment and the App are meant
to be subclassed, dfuntest uses the factory pattern to hide specific implementation from
classes that do not require it, like a TestRunner.
TestRunner A runner gathers all the classes described above (including a collection
of TestScripts to run) and runs the entire testing pipeline. It is a dfuntest equivalent
of a Runner in jUnit. The TestRunner uses the EnvironmentFactory to create and
prepare remote environments. Then, for each test, it uses the the AppFactory to create
instances of Apps (which in turn start the remote instances of application). Once Apps are
created, the TestRunner runs TestScripts, collecting logs and cleaning environments
in-between. Finally it produces a report directory.
3 Example: Testing Ghoul, a Kademlia DHT Implementation
In this section we show what actions are needed to use dfuntest to test a concrete
distributed application. In short, a tester first needs to implement an App to translate
application’s external interface to Java methods; an AppFactory that constructs the
newly-created App; and an EnvironmentPreparator to describe how to deploy an in-
stance of the application. Then, a tester implements test scenarios through TestScripts.
A distributed hash table (DHT) is a distributed data structure storing objects indexed
by keys (usually large integers) on a possibly large number of machines. Our distributed
file storage system, nebulostore [3], uses a DHT as an index of the stored files. However,
6public synchronized void startUp() throws IOException {
List<String> runCommand = Arrays.asList({mJavaCommand, "-cp", "lib/*:Ghoul.jar",
"me.gregorias.Ghoul.interface.Main", "Ghoul.xml"})
mProcess = mGhoulEnv.runCommandAsynchronously(runCommand);
}
public Collection<NodeInfo> findNodes(Key key) throws IOException {
WebTarget target = ClientBuild.newClient().target(mUri)
.path("find_nodes/" + key.toInt());
NodeInfoCollectionBean beanColl = target.request(
MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_TYPE).get(NodeInfoCollectionBean.class);
return Arrays.asList(beanColl.getNodeInfo()).stream()
.map(NodeInfoBean::toNodeInfo).collect(Collectors.toList());
}
Fig. 4: GhoulApp: start a remote Ghoul instance; and useHTTP-RPC to find neighboring
nodes of the instance.
we could not find an open-source DHT implementation that would survive 30minutes on
50 PlanetLab nodes. We thus decided to implement a DHT from scratch. Our implemen-
tation, Ghoul, is based on the Kademlia protocol [15]. Ghoul extends Kademlia with new
cryptography functionality, but the tests described below concern the fundamental DHT
functions. Due to space constraints, we show only a single test, and only its most inter-
esting parts; the whole code is available at https://github.com/gregorias/ghoul.
We run Ghoul’s test scenarios on over 60 PlanetLab nodes (so far, scaling is limited by
the availability of PlanetLab nodes, rather than dfuntest constraints).
Ghould exposes an external API over HTTP (note that this interface is additional to
the basic DHT protocol implementation, which is over UDP). This external API allows
to run typical DHT operations (put/get) and, for testing purposes, to access DHT routing
tables of the instance.
3.1 Preparation of the App and the Environment
The following code does not need to be changed as long as the Ghoul API and its
requirements remain the same.
App GhoulApp extends the proxy Appwith Ghoul’s interface methods. The GhoulApp’s
main responsibility is to translate Java method calls into the RPC-over-HTTP interface
of a Ghoul instance. An example code of those methods is shown in Figure 4. The
GhoulApp takes an Environment as a parameter (the base class, as to deploy and run
Ghoul needs just the standard operations). To construct a representation of a Ghoul
instance, the GhoulApp takes the URI address of the instance’s external API; and an
Environment object representing an environment on which the instance is deployed.
GhoulEnvironmentPreparator copies Ghoul’s dependency jar files and configura-
tion files to the target environment using the standard Environment methods (e.g.:
copyFilesFromLocalDisk).
GhoulAppFactory instantiates GhoulApps given prepared Environments.
3.2 Test Scenario: Analysis of DHT Routing Tables
As an example scenario, we test whether the graph induced by Ghoul instances’ routing
tables is connected (as each DHT node must be able to access every other node). Fig-
ure 5 shows the ConsistencyTestScript implementing the TestScript. The script
7public TestResult run(Collection<GhoulApp> apps) {
try {
startUpApps(apps); // start instances (e.g. remote processes)
startGhouls(apps); // order instances to start DHT routing
} catch (GhoulException | IOException e) {
shutDownTest(apps);
return new TestResult(Type.FAILURE, "Could not start Ghouls.", e);
}
mResult = new TestResult(Type.SUCCESS, "Topology was consistent");
scheduleCheckerToRunPeriodically(new ConsistencyChecker(apps))
waitTillCheckerFinished();
shutDownTest(apps);
return mResult;
}
private class ConsistencyChecker {
public void run() throws IOException {
Map<Key, Collection<Key>> graph = getConnectionGraph(mApps);
ConsistencyResult result = checkConsistency(graph);
if (result.getType() == ConsistencyResult.Type.INCONSISTENT) {
mResult = new TestResult(Type.FAILURE, "Graph is not consistent.");
shutDown();
}
}
}
Fig. 5: ConsistencyTestScript periodically checks whether the graph induced by
DHT routing tables is connected. (fragment)
takes as an argument a collection of Apps representing instances on prepared environ-
ments. The script starts the instances (as processes) and then orders them to start the
DHT routing protocol (for technical reasons Ghoul does not immediately start the pro-
tocol). Then, the script periodically (using scheduleCheckerToRunPeriodically)
runs consistency checks implemented in a class ConsistencyChecker. A period check
queries instances’ routing tables using instance’s HTTP-RPC interface and constructs a
connection graph (getConnectionGraph). If the graph is not connected, the test fails.
3.3 Running the Test
We configured Ghoul build system to create a separate jar package executing the dfuntest
described above. The tester executes the package on a testmaster as a standard Java
application. The main method expects an XML configuration file. This configuration
file contains parameters for setting up environments and controlling test execution, such
as host names and user credentials. The rest is handled by the dfuntest framework
which, after completing the tests, produces a human-readable report directory. This
report directory contains a summary report and, for each executed TestScript, a sub-
directory with results produced by TestScript and logs copied from environments.
To inject a failure, we changed the value of bucket size, a Kademlia parameter
describing the maximum number of hosts kept in an entry of the routing table [15]. We
set the bucket size to 1 (usually it is equal to 20). Such small bucket should disconnect the
graph, because DHT node finding messages will have too little diversity. As expected,
the ConsistencyTestScript discovered a disconnected graph, producing a summary
clearly pointing to a misbehaving node, 7 (note that for a more compact presentation,
this test is executed just on 8 instances).
8[FAILURE] Found inconsistent graph. The connection graph was:
3: [2, 0, 4]
0: [1, 2, 4]
1: [0, 2, 4]
6: [4, 0]
7: [4, 0]
4: [5, 6, 0]
5: [4, 6, 0]
2: [3, 0, 4]
Its strongly connected components are: [7] [3, 2, 0, 1, 6, 4, 5]
4 Discussion and Related work
Although several frameworks for testing distributed applications have been proposed, we
found none that has dfuntest scope and that we could use. To summarize, dfuntest’s goal
is to be jUnit for distributed applications, i.e., to introduce a single new feature—ability
to cope with distributed applications—to a well-understood test ecosystem.
An alternative to pre-determined scenarios is tracing the execution of the application
as it is deployed in production (e.g. [20]) and injecting faults (e.g. [6]): these are
orthogonal to our approach as they are also used in single-host applications.
Dfuntest uses a centralized control for the testing process (also called a global
tester [24]). It is easier to verify global properties of the application once the whole state
is represented in a single process. A scenario with distributed control can be centralized
by exposing the requested behavior in an external interface of the tested application. In
contrast, decentralization of a centralized test is more difficult. However, a centralized
control is less scalable, and thus it might prevent the framework from effective testing of
larger deployments. In our experiments, we found out that it is not the case for mid-size
deployments, as dfuntestmanaged to instrument 60 hosts on PlanetLab network (wewere
limited by hosts’ availability, rather than dfuntest performance). We refer to [24,13,12]
for further discussion.
[24] proposes a decentralized testing architecture and presents a tool for distributed
monitoring and assessment of test events. This tool does not facilitate deployment
automation. In [23], a test scenario defined in an XML file uses the tested application’s
external SOAP interface.While dfuntest also uses external interface,we envision that this
interface is enriched for particular tests (by adding newmethods); moreover, scenarios as
Java methods enable greater expressiveness. In [14], the code of the tested application is
modified using aspects (thus, the framework tests only Java code). Given examples focus
on monitoring rather than testing—tests can verify how many nodes are, e.g., executing
a method. Similarly, [7] focuses on performance measurements. [9] uses annotations,
which again limits the applicability of the framework to Java applications. The scenarios
are defined in a pseudo-language that, compared to dfuntest, might increase readability,
but also reduce expressiveness. The framework is more distributed compared to dfuntest,
as proxy objects (similar to our App) run on remote hosts. Remote proxies reduce the
need for an external interface; however, dfuntest centralization helps to check assertions
on the state of the whole system. [22] focuses on methods of isolating submodules by
emulating some of the components—dfuntest tests the whole distributed application.
To our best knowledge, frameworks described above are not publicly available. In
addition to described differences, they do not abstract the remote environment (dfuntest’s
9Environment and EnvironmentPreparator), thus they do not facilitate deployment,
nor porting tests between user credentials or testing infrastructures.
[10,16] to speed-up the testing process, distributes execution of test suites using
grid [10] or IaaS cloud [16]; but the application itself is not distributed.
[18] shows an Eclipse plug-in that creates a GUI for deploying and monitoring OSGi
distributed applications. Dfuntest’s Environment also deploys applications, but without
requiring OSGi-compliance (but requiring explicit dependency management in App).
We continue with the available software for distributed testing. The Software Test-
ing Automation Framework [5] is an open source project that creates cross-platform,
distributed software test environments. It uses services to provide an uniform interface
to environment’s resources, such as file system, process management etc. STAF is thus
analogous to he Environment abstraction layer in dfuntest.
SmartBear TestComplete [1] allows to define arbitrary environments and run test
jobs sequentially. SmartBear does not provide any particular mechanism for running a
testing scenario or generating a testing report. Additionally the software requires that the
environment has the TestComplete software installed and running and the application
uses TestComplete bindings.
Robot Framework [4] is a generic test automation framework for acceptance testing
and acceptance test-driven development. Users can define their testing scenarios in
a high-level language resembling natural language. Robot Framework then automates
running and generating a testing report. Robot does not provide any mechanisms for
distributed test control and preparation of a flexible distributed environment.
None of those libraries covers the entire scope of dfuntest framework. What all
of them lack is the ability to code complex testing scenarios, which is provided by
TestScript and App abstraction layers.
5 Conclusions and Perspectives
We present dfuntest’s design pattern for writing distributed tests with centralized con-
trol. Dfuntest offers a coherent and expressive abstraction for distributed testing. This
abstraction allows clean automation of the testing process that in turn also gives more
flexible control over the real-world testing environment. Dfuntest is written in Java, but
the tested applicationmay bewritten in any language, since dfuntest use the application’s
external interface.
Dfuntest’s setup, deployment and clean-up abstractions can be also used to automate
basic performance evaluation of a distributed application. In this usage, a test-script can,
for instance, measure the delay between an action on an instance and the moment its
results propagate to other instances.
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